HAVE YOU DONE A HEALTH CHECK ON YOUR HARD DRIVES?

HARD DRIVES FROM THE MID-90s THROUGH THE EARLY 2000s EXPERIENCE A FAIL RATE OF CLOSE TO 20%.

Hard drives are among the most fragile storage formats, and most media archivists now consider them a top priority for migration to ensure the cultural legacy they contain is not lost to history.

Iron Mountain Entertainment Services recognizes the urgent need to restore and preserve these fragile storage formats. Our staff of award-winning engineers have a history of working with companies in the Entertainment Industry to ensure that hard drive archives are professionally inspected, restored, and securely preserved, future-proofing the integrity of your stored digital works.

HARD DRIVE PRESERVATION SERVICES – SECURE, REDUNDANT AND FUTURE-PROOF

Our Service Offering includes:

- Chain of Custody
- Inbound/Outbound
- Health Check Restoration/Spin Up
- Data Entry and Data Augmentation
- LT07 LTFS Back-up Of Master Hard Drive
- Extensive Metadata Collection Process: Access hard drive catalog and extract searchable detail, seamlessly migrated to your inventory database or provided via electronic database
- Customized to your organization's specs

THE TIME IS NOW TO CHECK YOUR HARD DRIVE HEALTH.

Contact Iron Mountain Entertainment Services' archive migration experts today at IMESALES@ironmountain.com for a no-cost, no-obligation test evaluation of your hard drive archives.
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